By a projective manifold, we mean a connected compact complex manifold which can be imbedded holomorphically into the complex projective space Pm for some m>_1. Let M be a projective manifold. A finite branched covering (or simply a finite covering) of M is by definition an irreducible normal complex space X together with a surjective proper finite holomorphic mapping 7r: X-+M. In this case, X is also projective by Grauert [3] . A morphism (resp. an isomorphism) o f r : X-~M to another finite covering 2r': X'---*M is by definition a holomorphic (resp. biholomorphic) mapping c : X-3X' such that 7r'.O=7r. The set Gn of all automorphisms o f 7r: X--M forms a group under composition and is called the automorphism group of 2r: X->M. Gn acts on each fiber of rr.
n : X-~M is called a Galois covering if Gn acts transitively on every fiber of ~r. In this case, the quotient complex space X/Gn is holomorphically isomorphic to M.
There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the set of all isomorphism classes of finite Galois coverings r : X-*M of M and the set of all isomorphism classes of finite Galois extensions K/C(M), where C(M) is the field of all meromorphic functions on M. In fact, the correspondence is given by ,r ~-----~ K = C(X) , K ~----~ the K -normalization of M, (see Mumford [6, p. 396] ).
Thus, to study finite Galois coverings of projective manifolds is nothing but to study finite Galois extensions of algebraic function fields of several complex variables.
In Namba [7, Theorem 3.5.7], we described the set of all isomorphism classes of finite Galois coverings of M in terms of the Tannaka algebraic system of unitary flat generalized vector bundles on M.
In this paper, we treat the problem of realization and existence of finite Galois coverings.
That is, we prove the following two theorems: THEOREM 1. Let M be a projective manifold. For any finite Galois covering it: X-~M of M, there are a finite subgroup G with G G~ of the automorphism group Aut(P') of pr for some r>_1, and a meromorphic mapping f : M-+N= Pr/G such that it : X->M is isomorphic to the C(MO X NPr)-normalization o f M, where f0: M0---N is a resolution o f indeterminacy o f f and Mo X NPr is the fiber product of Mo and Pr over N. (MOXNP' is irreducible in this case.) THEOREM 2. For any projective manifold M and any finite group G, there exists a finite Galois covering it : X-~M such that Gnr G.
It seems that Theorem 2 for the case dim M=1 was known among experts.
1. Solution of Riemann-Hilbert problem.
In order to prove Theorem 1, we need the solution by Deligne-Kita on Riemann-Hilbert problem for (generalized) Fuchsian differential equations.
Let M be a projective manifold and Q=(wjk) be an (mXm)-matrix-valued meromorphic 1-form on M such that dQ+QAQ=0. For the proof of Theorem 1, we also need LEMMA 3. Suppose that f(X) is not contained in Fix (G). Then the fiber product MX NY is irreducible and r : X-+M is isomorphic to
where a is the normalization of Mx NY and j3 is the projection.
PROOF. We define a holomorphic mapping 1: X--*MXNY by P(p)= (r(p), f(p)). Then 'D is surjective. In fact, for any point (q, y)EMXNY, we take p' EX such that r(p')=q. Then p f (p')= fr(p')= f (q)=;a(y). Hence there is ci E G~ such that R(Q) f (p')= y. Put p =Q(p'). Then
Hence P is surjective, so MXNY is irreducible.
Next, for distinct points p and p' of X, suppose P(p)=P(p'). Then r(p) =r(p') and f(p)=f(p'). There is Q E G~ with a ~ 1 such that a(p)=p'. Then
That is, f(p)Fix(R(a)). E Hence, for a given p E X, there are at most ord (G)-points p' such that P(p')=P(p). Thus P is a finite mapping.
By the assumption f(X)ctFix(G), the set f(Fix(G)) 'is a proper closed analytic subset of X. By the above discussion, b is injective on X-f-1(Fix(G)).
Note that j9b=r. Put R~ = { p E X I r is not biholomorphic around p } , R~ = {eEMXNY 11S is not biholomorphic around }.
Then RR is a hypersurface of X and R~ is a proper closed analytic subset of Mx NY. We have easily -1(R~) C f ~1(Fix (G)) . Now, since P is locally written as =j'17t, is biholomorphic on X-f '1(Fix (G))-Rn.
Thus, by Zariski main theorem (see Ueno [8, p. 9]), induces an isomorphism of it to a j3 it': X' ----> MX N Y ---> M.
q. e. d.
REMARK 2. R~ and B~=ir(R~) are called the ramification locus and the branch locus o f n, respectively. They are hypersurfaces of X and M, respectively, by the purity of branch loci (see Fischer [2, p. 170]). Moreover, it : X -Rn-~M-Bn is an unbranched Galois covering, whose automorphism group (that is, the covering transformation group) can be naturally identified with Gn. 
We show that f(X) is not contained in Fix(G). In fact, if f(X)cFix(G), then f(X)cFix(P(c)) for some o G~ such that i * 1, because f(X) is an irreducible closed analytic subset of pr. Then f(p) = R(r)f(p)
for all p X such that J(p) is defined. Hence 
Proof of Theorem 2.
We divide the proof of Theorem 2 into two cases :
Case 1: dim M=1. The following simple proof is due to Y. Morita : Let G be a finite group generated by s elements. Take points p, ..., p71+' on M. 
